
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

A. Conclusion 

From research that have been done, it can be concluded that there is 

positive correlation between mah}abbah and self efficacy. Hypothesis of this 

research is rightly answered. The result of product moment analysis between 

mah}abbah and self efficacy is obtained that the coefficient of r is 0,719. With 

significant value is 0,000 below 0,001. It is very significant. It means the 

correlation between mah}abbah and self efficacy is positive correlation. The 

higher the level of mah}abbah will make the level of self efficacy to be higher 

too. 

 

B. Suggestion 

Technically, this research has been finished. But actually it is far from 

perfect because researcher is just ordinary person who has many flaws. 

Researcher was actually aware of many flaws in this research. Researcher has 

many suggestions about this research. 

a. To evolve and optimize self efficacy that gives influence in student’s success 

even when they are still in college or after graduating, so it is especially 

suggested to Ushuluddin faculty to help them in making their mah}abbah raise 

up. That’s way they can view this life in positive side and make their attitude 

to be better even in college or in society.   

b. To the next researcher: this research is only considering in correlation 

quantitative study. Who interests to examine a similar research is hoped to 

examine more deeply about mah}abbah and self efficacy by experiment 

research.  

c. The instrument that arranged by researcher own self is proven valid and 

reliable. Researcher hopes it can be used by next researcher. About subject of 

the research, researcher hope, next researcher can add the subject to produce 

data analysis that can be generalized in general. 



 

C. Closing 

Those what the writer could perform about mah}abbah and self efficacy. 

Praises be to Allah, who has given everything to the writer. Because of His love 

and compassion, the writer would be able to complete this final task well on time 

that she wishes. Although the writer almost felt uncomfortable during completing 

this final task, but it is only one process that will make her to be better. It seems 

like there is no useful obstacles felt by the writer, surely, it because Allah is 

always by her side. Peace and salutation may be upon to beloved prophet 

Muhammad SAW, his inspiring attitude, indeed, inspires the writer strongly and 

bravely in facing the storm eventually comes closer in the process of work 

settlement. 

From the depth of the heart, the writer says thanks to all those who have 

helped resolve this paper. The writer hopes that this paper provides a useful 

contribution for the science. As common human being, the writer is impossible 

free from mistakes, thus, she really excuses for those errors. And finally, to make 

her to be better, she needs critiques and comments that are constructive. 

 


